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The definitive guide to more than 4,000 plants found in the Sunshine State"Wunderlin brings us

light-years toward an understanding of what we have and what we had in the state. He also shows

us what we stand to lose to exotic species invasion, urbanization, and similar impacts of modern

civilization."--Florida Scientist"Includes paragraphs on scope of the flora, arrangement of taxa, keys,

taxonomy and nomenclature, distribution, etc. Identifies exotic species that have become

naturalized. . . . An extremely valuable reference."--Economic Botany"A comprehensive

identification manual to the region that has the third largest plant diversity of any state in the

nation."--Publishers Weekly"An invaluable source. . . . WunderlinÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s guide brings together

his years of work with the flora of Florida."--Choice"Has quickly become THE means to key out

more than 4,000 taxa of native and non-native ferns, fern allies and seed plants in Florida. . . .

Required by serious plant people in the Sunshine State."--AquaphyteExpanded and updated, this

volume is an indispensable reference to the highly diverse flora of the state. Both popular and

comprehensive, this new edition contains updated nomenclature and the inclusion of more than 100

additional species, making it the most inclusive identification manual to the more than 4,200 taxa

native to or naturalized in Florida.
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resource managers, and plant lovers." --This text refers to an out of print or unavailable edition of

this title.
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This is the very detailed textbook I needed for a class I was taking. It's dry reading and alas, no

pictures. But it is very thorough.

best book for botanists that want t study Florida plants

Why did they take the families off the top of the pages???!!! That is all.

Very helpful for the serious botanist.

This is a great guide for determining the species of a plant you find somewhere in Florida. It's very

thorough.

This book is a series of keys to identify all Florida vascular plants from ferns to sunflowers; from the

temperate to the tropical. Although mainly for a more serious botanist, the keys seem to home in to

the main non-technical characters for field identification. This brevity is perhaps a problem when

plant material is limited. There are no illustrations except a map of Florida counties (and one plant



picture below the title). A synopsis of the flora is given (covers 3,834 species of which 1,180 are

introduced and 155 endemics). A glossary will assist the laymen and the forgetful with

terminology.Good features:1. Taxonomy/nomenclature appears to be open to the recent revisions

that were unfortunately not accepted by more conservative authors such as Cronquist (e.g.

Eupatorium is treated as several genera here).2. Explicitly states whether the plant is native,

endemic, or introduced, and where in Florida (no maps, but a complete atlas available online.3. All

in one very portable volume for reasonable price; pages sturdy with legible sized print.4. The book

includes endemic species (e.g. Boltonia apalachicolensis) which were new discoveries since

Clewell (1985) wrote the guide to the panhandle region.The main complaints that I have (beside not

being in Florida to test it out) are:1. Families arranged by Englar/Prantl system and not shown in

page header, hindering search for families (although genera are arranged alphabetically).2. Aloe

vera is listed in Agavaceae but doesn't appear in the key to genera.3. No descriptions (but will be in

future work according to author) END

My husband is a botanist who leads field trips with Seminole Audubon Society. Birds fly away, but

plants are always there to identify! We have been checking out/renewing the 2nd edition from the

library (43 times!). Then we found out about the 3rd edition and decided it was time to get the book. 

is the place to go for hard-to-find books!

I never realized how often I would use this book in my studies of florida's ecosystems until I

purchased it. It is an extremely thourough "all-in-one" botanical description of the state that appears

to benefit those roughly familiar with our flora. My only wish is that more complete descriptions and

illustrations were given for each species i.e. "A Flora of Tropical Florida" and "Flora of the Bahama

Archipelago". These enhancements would no doubt increase the cost of the book though and at its

price it is still affordable. For its completeness though once again there is no equal and I consider it

a necesity.
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